Compact General-Purpose 13.56MHz
Wireless Charger Modules Facilitate
Wireless Charging in Small, Thin
Applications
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Market Trend
In recent years, wireless power supply functionality that improves water and dust resistance by
eliminating terminal contact is increasingly being adopted in smartphones, smart watches, and
other applications. This capability is being demanded in thin, small applications as well. At the
same time, however, as the availability and efficiency of the power supply can vary depending on
the antenna shape, size, and distance, mounting requires repeated prototyping, adjustment, and
evaluation on the application-side, incurring a large development burden for antenna design and
layout. As a result, there are growing expectations for general-purpose wireless charging
standards that can be used in compact applications.

Wireless Charging System and Standards
Various wireless charging methods exist, including magnetic resonance, which transmits power
by resonating coils on both the transmitting and receiving sides in a magnetic field, and the
electromagnetic induction method that transmits power using induced magnetic flux generated
between the transmitting and receiving sides. ROHM wireless chargers utilize the magnetic
resonance method along with the high 13.56MHz frequency band that supports the use of smaller
antennas. Compatibility with a 13.56MHz integrated antenna board allows ROHM’s compact
wireless charger modules to easily provide wireless power supply functionality in smaller, thinner
applications.

Figure 1. Comparison of Wireless Charging Systems

Overview of ROHM’s BP3621 and BP3622 13.56MHz Wireless Charger Modules
The BP3621 transmitter and BP3622 receiver introduced here are the industry's first (according
to a ROHM study conducted in Nov. 2021) compact general-purpose 13.56MHz wireless charger
modules that leverage optimized antenna and layout design technologies to provide up to 200mW
in a compact 20mm × 30mm form factor. The development load required for prototyping,
adjustment, evaluation, etc. necessary to optimize power supply efficiency can be significantly
reduced, making it possible to easily realize wireless power supply for small and thin applications.
In addition, the built-in antenna can support bidirectional data communication and NFC Forum
Type 3 Tag, contributing to the expansion of communication functions in electronic applications.
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Photo 1. BP3621 and BP3622 Wireless Charger Modules

Next, we will introduce the specific functions and advantages of the BP3621 and BP3622.

Easily Achieves Wireless Charging Functionality while Significantly Reducing
Development Load
These products utilize antenna design technology that matches and adjusts for the effects of
design parameters through original simulation along with board layout technology that reduces
wiring loss.
Incorporating these technologies in modules together with an integrated antenna board ensures
optimal wireless charging performance. It enables product evaluation without the need for
antenna/layout design or characteristics verification - in contrast to conventional solutions where
the antenna and control circuit are configured separately.
This significantly reduces the number of developments and design load required for board
modification, making it easy to achieve wireless charging functionality.

Figure 2. Development Flow Comparison
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Increased Flexibility in Housing Design
Adopting the magnetic resonance method in the high 13.56MHz frequency band reduces antenna
size while allowing ROHM to integrate the antenna, matching circuit, and wireless charger IC on
a compact board (which is difficult to achieve with existing wireless charging standards).
The BP3621 transmitter and BP3622 receiver modules measure just 35.0mm × 26.0mm × 1.5mm
and 24.0mm × 17.0mm × 1.5mm, respectively. The full-flat backside structure mounts all
components on the top, making it easy to attach to the housing, contributing to simpler housing
structures and greater design flexibility.

Figure 3. Product Size and Appearance

Antenna-Equipped Modules Expand Data Communication Capabilities
The same high frequency band as the NFC communication standard is used, allowing the builtin antenna to transmit both data and power.
Bidirectional data communication (256B Max. at 212kbps) as well as NFC Forum Type 3 Tag
transmission are supported, allowing for functions ranging from firmware download and secure
data transfer and rewriting of sensor/device/authentication information to transmitting battery
output voltage values.

Figure 4. Wireless Data Communication Methods
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Wireless Charger Module Usage Examples
Wireless charger modules are being considered for a variety of applications to improve
convenience while achieving both water- and dust-proof functionality.
For PC keyboards, where wireless connectivity is becoming standard, supplying power from a
tablet PC equipped with a transmitter module to a mobile keyboard with receiver module enables
a complete wireless keyboard without the need for battery replacement and charging using a
cable.

Figure 5. Application Examples

These modules are ideal for applications requiring dust- and water-proof performance, such as
electronic shelf tags and GPS trackers.
And as the power receiver module weighs just 0.38g, there are many cases where the battery
capacity and device weight can be reduced by simply installing this charger module. Further
adoption is expected in the future.

Design Application Notes
ROHM has released an application note on its official website that helps users to easily implement
wireless charger functionality and reduce development time
Included are settings for the primary functions such as charging and communication as well as
connection methods.
Going forward, ROHM plans on strengthening its support system while expanding the number of
evaluation boards to promote the further adoption of wireless charger modules.
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Figure 6. Application Note

Conclusion
ROHM will continue to expand its lineup of wireless charger modules in compact, high power
types to support a wider range target applications while helping customers reduce both design
and development load and improve application convenience.

Figure 7. Product Lineup
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This document is intended to introduce ROHM’ s products (hereinafter “Products” ). Any ROHM Products should be used in conjunction
with the latest specifications and data sheet thereof. Please contact the sales office of ROHM or visit ROHM’ s web site. The information contained
in this document is provided on an “as is” basis. ROHM shall not be in any way responsible or liable for any damages, expenses or losses incurred
by you or third parties resulting from inaccuracy, error or use of such information. All information specified herein including but not limited to
the typical functions of and examples of application circuits for the Products is for reference only. ROHM does not warrant that foregoing information
will not infringe any intellectual property rights or any other rights of any third party regarding such information. ROHM shall bear no responsibility
whatsoever for any dispute arising from the use of such technical information. ROHM does not grant you, explicitly or implicitly, any license to use or
exercise intellectual property or other rights held by ROHM and other parties. If you intend to export or ship overseas any Products or technology
specified herein that may be controlled under the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act and other applicable export regulations, you will be
required to obtain a license or permit under the acts and regulations. The content specified in this document is current as of March 202 and
subject to change without any prior notice.
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